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Simulating the dynamics and evolution of metropolitan transportation systems serving millions of
travelers remains a difficult task, beyond existing standard software’s abilities. MATSim (MultiAgent Transportation Simulation) is the only high-resolution spatially-explicit framework that
allows intrinsic population downscaling - simulating the entire system’s dynamics based only on a
fraction k of the traveling population. Till now, the choice of k was dictated by hardware per
formance, and a common rule was not to downscale below 10%. We investigate downscaling in
MATSim by comparing the aggregate and disaggregate statistics that describe the dynamics of car
traffic in full-scaled and downscaled simulations of the Sioux Falls test case road network. Sim
ulations with 25% or higher shares of the traveler population preserve all major urban traffic
statistics. Within the 10–25% interval, downscaling becomes unstable for some of the statistics.
For scenarios that are downscaled 10% and below, statistics can substantially deviate from the
full-scale model. We further discuss the problems related to a multimodal transportation simu
lation’s downscaling that also includes public transportation.

1. Introduction
Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) possess an inherent ability to represent the heterogeneity of agents’ behavior and decision-making
[13]. However, to understand complex systems’ collective dynamics, the agent population should be sufficiently large, especially
when spatially-explicit transportation infrastructures are considered. Interactions of travelers in urban space could well have
far-reaching consequences if traveled distances are large and long trips are frequent.
Agent-Based Modelling (ABM) lies at the core of MAS practice and refers to a category of complex computer simulation models. The
goal of ABM is to quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate the dynamics of a society of agents with highly heterogeneous individual
behavior. A single agent is a discrete, autonomous entity with its own goals and behavior that can adapt to varying conditions by
modifying its behavior. Given this flexibility, numerous ABM models were applied in different scientific fields such as biology, eco
nomics, social sciences, business, system engineering, and more [31].
With their inherent traffic and transportation problems, cities are the objects of inquiry of spatially-explicit MAS modeling.
However, the larger the city is, the higher is the demand for model performance. This relation is fundamentally super-linear, with every
agent, be it a traveler or a vehicle, interacting with many other agents when moving in space. Thus, studying transportation dynamics
in metropolitan areas populated by millions of travelers becomes a significant challenge, and the modeler has to balance between the
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limitations of the hardware and the inherent demand of representing the entire variety of agents traveling and interacting in a highly
heterogeneous urban space.
Parry and Bithell [55] analyzed the state of large-scale agent-based modeling in social science, ecology, military, telecommuni
cations, and other applications. They listed four major approaches to cope with systems that exceed the abilities of the current
hardware. The first two approaches do not account for the specificity of the models:
• Hardware upgrading – Advantages: No re-programming is needed. Disadvantages: It can be costly while yet insufficient.
• Parallelization – Disadvantages: requires advanced computing skills for coping with the overhead of communication between the
cores. Solutions are problem-dependent and can be yet inefficient. [28]. Advantages: If successful can be employed on the cloud
with a practically unlimited number of cores.
Specifically, for transportation modeling, Dobler et al. [23] demonstrated that the parallel version of the MATSim software’s
performance is faster than the sequential one for a lower number of cores (less than 12). However, a further increase in the number of
cores does not decrease the simulation runtime. Parallel/GPU-based processing pushes this threshold somewhat further but is also
limited [62]. Multi-core versions are claimed by two large scale transportation ABMs - POLARIS [22] and SimMobility [2]. SimMo
bility employs the boost threads library that synchronizes access to the data shared by multiple threads and the message passing
interface library, which simplifies its development. POLARIS’s central framework is the discrete-event engine (DEVE), which is an API
for creating agents and their desires. The DEVE organizes the agents to execute in the order requested by the developer with multiple
threads managing the agents without any interference [3]. Aimsun is a commercial software of microscopic agent-based simulations
that simulate car-following and lane-changing. Aimsun applies a multi-core CPU parallelism to increase simulator performance de
creases up to 8 cores simulations runtime; afterward, there is diminishing returns to the performance [29]. SUMO a popular micro
scopic agent-based tool that simulates car-following and lane-changing is not yet fully parallelized and can manage up to 200,000
vehicles with a single core. However, some of its routines, like routing are already parallelized [46].
The complexity of agents’ behavior and the associated non-linear phenomena in the ABM can be exhibited differently by the system
as a whole and its parts [55]. In order to perform the full-scaled research inquiry with the available hardware, large agent-based
systems should be scaled, that is, simulated based on a population smaller than in reality of agents who operate in the environment
that is also reduced [56]. Parry and Bithell [55] point to two approaches to such scaling:
• Super-Agents – the use of aggregate agents, each representing several agents of the initial model. Advantages: Reduction of the
model agents’ population. Disadvantages: Demands careful re-programming of agents’ behavior and interactions [39].
Super-agents are employed in SimMobility, where agents of similar type can be grouped together into a super-agent [2]
• One-Represents-Several (ORS) - Modeling the whole system with a fraction of the agent population. Advantages: No need to re-program
agents’ behavioral rules. Disadvantages: Demands careful scaling of the model infrastructure.
One-Represents-Several downscaling demands adjusting the model parameters to guarantee that the dynamics of the downscaled
modeling system remain the same as those of the full-scaled one [14]. Of the several spatially-explicit MAS traffic simulators, we are
aware of, only the Multi-Agent Transportation Simulation (MATSim) software possesses an intrinsic downscaling procedure [36].
Downscaling in MATSim demands straightforward adjustments of the network parameters and is widely applied in MATSim appli
cation [[6,9,14,15,17,25,27,44,47,65,69]. However, studies of the effects of downscaling on model dynamics are yet limited in scope.
Therefore, this study aims at closing this gap.
Recently, MATSim was compared to 83 different ABM in different fields and described as one of the most powerful and developed
simulation environments where the number of agents is only constrained by hardware ability. MATSim was the only transportation
ABM ranked at the top level ("extreme-scale") due to its ability to simulate millions of agents over vast urban networks and due to their
adaptive behavior [1].
As the spatial extent of a large-scale ABM is always problematic, eventually, there is always some city that is too large to be fully
simulated. This limitation is especially restricting when traffic and transportation simulations are considered since traffic cannot be
limited to some parts of the city. In this case, downscaling can be considered i.e. simulating traffic of an entire spatial system with fewer
agents. For example, downscaling can be implemented by assuming that one agent represents several agents in the full-scale model. To
match the full-scale model, the downscaled one demands adjustment of the model parameters. In this paper, we investigate the so
lution implemented in MATSim – reduction of road capacity proportionally to the population sample size. The consistency between the
emergent agent behavior and the resulting dynamics of the downscaled model compared to the full-scale model, are hardly ever
investigated. As a top-end simulation model, MATSim is, therefore, an excellent candidate to investigate this research question, which
also frames the motivation for our paper.
Accordingly, we aim to fill this gap between ABM practice and simulation downscaling and systematically investigate the con
sequences of downscaling in MATSim and, eventually, all other large scale ABMs. Our testbed was a well-documented dataset of the
city of Sioux Falls, South Dakota, from 2014 [21]. In what follows, Section 2 presents an overview of Agent-Based Transportation
Models. Section 3 presents the fundamentals of MATSim’s downscaling procedure, including a review of relevant studies. Section 4
presents the methodology and investigated scenarios; Section 5 presents the obtained results; Section 6 shows a performance analysis
of simulation runtime and Section 7, presents the conclusions and outlines pathways for future work. In transportation studies, ABM is
used by MAS interchangeably, while the use of MAS often presumes that travel demand is represented by a detailed activity plan for
each traveler [50]. We followed this practice in the paper.
2
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2. Overview of agent-based transportation models
In an ABM, each agent is modeled individually, accounting for its unique properties, like age, residence, socioeconomic state,
location. Transportation ABMs focus on the representation of travel decisions of individuals as they move about in space in and time
[43]. Given their disaggregated nature, ABM emerged to capture the changes in individual travel behavior regarding local changes in
land-use, travelers’ activity schedules and mode choice, dynamic road pricing, as well as transportation innovations such as
ride-sharing, mobility-as-a-service (MaaS), automated vehicles, and more [16]. Kagho et al. [43], specify three components of ABMs
essential for transportation planning: (1) Physical environment, which includes a transportation network, land use, and other trans
portation supply elements, (2) Agents - vehicles and travelers who use these vehicles and (3) Agents’ behavioral rules that represent the
outcomes of their interactions with the physical environment and with other agents, e.g., choice of mode, activity (destination) or
departure time. In addition, five major challenges for transportation ABMs are mentioned:
1 Input data quality: errors in synthetic/real population data, data collection process, data availability, etc., can threaten the validity
of the simulation.
2 Cost of Computation: ABM usually demands a large number of agents and, consequently, computing resources. For example, a
MATSim simulation run for the city of Paris, with a sample population of 10%, takes 5 h on a modern computing cluster [34].
3 Transparency: It is crucial to understand the "black box" aspects of an ABM to understand the resulting outputs as by nature, ABM are
complex systems with a vast number of parameters.
4 Validation - It is important to show that the model can replicate reality in respect of real-world data on traffic counts, mode shares,
trip distribution, and more.
5 Reproducibility - The complex nature of the ABM studies makes them harder to reproduce. We are not aware of any traffic multiagent simulations that once investigated, were reproduced again by the same or a different research team.
The traffic dynamics are simulated in an ABM using the mobility simulator that formalizes the modeler’s view of agents’ in
teractions. The mobility simulator is at the core of the ABM representing traffic either as a dynamic queue e.g. MATSim [36], and more
recently, POLARIS [22] or as a partially or fully implement high-resolution car-following model e.g. SUMO [46], Cube [68] and
SimMobility ([8,2].
Unequivocally, the confirmed leader among the open-source systems is MATSim - an event-driven multi-agent MAS environment
that aims at modeling the co-evolution of travelers and system-wide traffic conditions by imitation of individual travel choices and
behavior [36].1 MATSim agents adapt through reinforced learning and self-correction [49]. MATSim was developed for executing
large-scale transportation simulations, and, basically, MATSim is capable of performing spatially-explicit simulations of an unlimited
number of travelers [1]. Critically for our study, MATSim is oriented towards downscaling by design and practically, in all real-world
MATSim applications downscaling, is implicitly employed when simulating urban traffic with several million agents.
The fundamental principle of downscaling in MATSim is "One Represents Several" (ORS) i.e., every agent is considered as rep
resenting several other agents, and model parameters are modified, accordingly to preserve the dynamics of the full-scale model. We
define this as the ORS downscaling concept. Since MATSim dynamics are defined by agent adaptations to changes in the transportation
network, it is not at all evident that the ORS concept, when translated into the rules governing the variation of MATSim’s parameters,
will guarantee, irrespective of k, that the downscaled simulations will replicate the dynamics of the full-scale model. Notably, the
queue-based view of traffic flows and the ORS downscaling option were recently added to the POLARIS mode [22].
The inherent MATSim approach to downscale large-scale transportation simulations makes it an excellent candidate for investi
gating its effects on the integrity of this process. This could well be beneficial both to the ever increasing audience of MATSim’s users as
well as developers of other simulation environments. In our study we touch upon four of the MAS challenges mentioned by Kagho et al.
[43]: the cost of computation in terms of running time; transparency, by describing the process, the data, and the parameters used for
the study and reproducibility by using the open data of the well-known Sioux Falls scenarios. Our study offers general guidelines on
how to conduct the ORS downscaling principle that is likely to be employed in every large mesoscopic scale transportation MAS model
in the future.
3. Downscaling in MATSim
Population downscaling is brought about by the demands of large-scale transportation simulations. Regardless of the power of
computers, simulating agents’ adaptation to the varying traffic conditions requires re-estimating model’s and agents’ parameters at
every time step. Consequently, computation time increases at least linearly with the increase in the number of agents, irrespectively of
serial or parallel computing [23]. Transportation simulations demand many runs, with different sets of parameters and repeated runs
for the same set of parameters, in order to account for the inherent stochastic variation of the traffic flows and agents’ behavior. In
practice, transportation modeling demands performing at least a "few" simulations per day i.e., every simulation run must be finished
within a few hours. With standard up-to-date hardware, when the number of modeled agents is several hundred thousand, a MATSim
run requires several hours to complete. As a result, almost all MATSim applications of large-scale metropolitan areas are downscaled to

1

Google Scholar search on 21.4.2020 resulted in 19 hits of SimMobility, 214 of POLARIS, and 4,720 of MATSim.
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200–500 K of agents at most that is, to 10–15% of the original population size.
3.1. The MATSim simulation scheme
In order to simulate millions of agents MATSim considers traffic flows at the mesoscale level and does not simulate car-following
explicitly. The traffic simulation module of MATSim, QSim, employs a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) approach for simulating how vehicles
traverse road links: A link is considered as a gate and a vehicle entering it at one end is added to the tail of the vehicle queue building up
at the other end. The vehicle remains in this queue until it reaches the queue head (Fig. 1). Thus, no vehicle can enter a link if the
storage capacity - the maximal number of vehicles that can be physically allocated on a link, is exhausted.
The traversal time of a link is dependent on its current traffic conditions [36] that, in turn, is defined by the flow capacity – the
maximal number of cars that exit a link per time unit. Since both storage and flow capacity are limited, vehicles queueing on a link of a
limited capacity generate traffic congestion.
Fig. 2 illustrates how flow capacity and storage capacity influence the traffic flow. Let us consider three connected links with the
following capacities: link1: storage capacity = 3 car, flow capacity = 2 car/min link2: storage capacity = 6 car, flow capacity =
2 car/min link3: storage capacity = 3 car, flow capacity = 1 car/min
The following events will happen between t = 0 and t = 1 (looking from left to right): since flow capacity of link1 is 2 cars/min, two
cars will try to exit link1 and proceed to link2; since flow capacity of link2 is also 2 cars/min, two cars will try to exit link2 and proceed
to link 3; and, since flow capacity of link3 is 1, one car will exit it. Looking from right to left: Possible transitions from link2 to link3
would not be fully executed since only one unit of the storage capacity on link3 will be emptied. At the same time, the transitions from
link1 to link2 will be executed in full since, after one car, the unexploited storage capacity of link2, that would transfer to link3, will be
equal to 3 cars.
The queue-based approach substantially improves QSim’s performance in comparison to other microsimulations that account for
more explicit vehicle interactions [1]. In particular, the QSim approach prohibits the volume-to-capacity ratio (V/C) to exceed 1. In
contrast, the traditional static traffic assignment models that use an impedance function, permit conditions where V/C is above 1 as
applied in software environments such as EMME [27], TransCad [41], or Cube 68.
Agents in MATSim are characterized by their spatiotemporally-explicit activities, also referred to as plans. These plans are an input
for MATSim, and this "Activity-Based" approach is exploited in several other models (e.g. ALBATROSS - [4]; FEATHERS - [10]; and
CEDMAp, [63]) that aim at integration of agents’ mobility at different levels of spatio-temporal aggregation. Plans are implemented
with the MOBSim and Scoring simulation modules. MOBSim executes the trips made by the agents and enables adaptation of the agents
to evolving traffic conditions. To simulate agents’ adaptation, MOBSim selects some of them randomly for possible innovations: change
of route, mode, or departure time. The performance of each agent is scored in the Scoring module using pre-established utility functions
whereby agents for whom the innovation improves the score accept the change, while agents for whom the innovation decreases the
score reject it. Changes in agents’ behavior entail traffic changes, and the underlying assumption of MATSim is that, in a series of
iterations of the same travel day, this process of system-travelers’ co-adaptation will converge to a user equilibrium (UE), where on that
day, no agent can improve its score by changing its behavior. This process, known as the MATSim daily loop (Fig. 3) is reiterated until
UE is achieved.
3.2. MATSim downscaling rules
ORS downscaling in MATSim is defined, as customary in the MATSim literature, by the downscaling ratio k, the fraction of the
traveler population that is considered in the downscaled simulation. We will interchangeably call the downscaled scenario "kdownscaled" and "k*100%-downscaled", e.g., "0.1-downscaled" or "10%-scenario". For example, in a 10%-downscaled model, 10% of
the real population of the region is considered. In these terms, the full-scale model that operates with the entire population of the area
is 100%-downscaled.
To implement downscaling in MATSim, the flow and storage capacities defined for each link are adjusted proportionally to k. In a
full-scaled model, these capacities are established as:
flow capacity full =

capacity value of link
capacity period of network

storage capacity full =

(1)

length of road link ∗ number of lanes
effective cell size

(2)

The capacity value of link in Eq. (1) is established for all links of a given network applying standard traffic engineering methods of
and calculated (per hour) according to the Highway Capacity Manual [75]. Since, traffic changes in MATSim, are considered per

Fig. 1. Illustration of the QSim FIFO rule of vehicle advancement on one link and between two consecutive links.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the effects of MATSim link storage capacity and flow capacity on the simulated traffic flow.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the MATSim daily loop, adapted from [36].

second, the capacity value of link is normalized using capacity period of network = 3600. The effective cell size in Eq. (2) is the min
imal length of a road lane a vehicle occupies calculated in MATSim as the length of the vehicle (in meters) multiplied by 1.5. The vast
majority of MATSim applications set the effective cell size equal to 7.5 m, and we adopted this value as well.
When downscaling, the flow and storage capacities are adjusted relative to k. The adjustment of the flow capacity is linear, whereas
that of the storage capacity is non-linear:
flow capacity downscaled = flow capacity full ∗ k

(3)

storage capacity downscaled = full storage capacity ∗ k0.75

(4)

For example, in a 10%-downscaled model, according to (3), full flow capacity is multiplied by k = 0.1 and, according to (4),
full storage capacity is multiplied by k0.75 = (0.1)0.75 = 0.1778.
The exponent of 0.75 in Eq. (4) was proposed by Nicolai [51], to avoid network breakdowns related to excessively congested links
[57] and confirmed by Llorca & Moeckel [20].
In a full-scale simulation MATSim randomizes the order which agents are considered for performing their daily plans and which
fraction of the agents are selected for innovations, in each iteration. This randomization is controlled by a global random seed set at the
beginning of the full-scale model run. In a downscaled simulation, besides adjusting storage and flow capacities, MATSim randomly
selects by activating a downscale random seed, k*100% agents that represent k agents in the full-scale model [36].
3.3. Review: downscaling in MATSim applications
MATSim studies extensively apply downscaling (see Table 1). To project the results obtained in the downscaled simulation to the
full-scale model, one has to be sure that these are unbiased i.e. over several runs the average value of any output statistic is similar to
that of the same statistic in the full-scale model. In addition, even for unbiased statistics, their variation should be known in order to
estimate the number of repetitions necessary to estimate the statistic with the necessary precision. In this section, we shortly review the
motivations for performing downscaling and the choice of the downscaling ratio k, and present the state-of-the-art regarding output
statistics’ variance in downscaled simulations.
3.3.1. Motivations for downscaling and the choice of the ratio k
As shown in Table 1, the values of the downscale ratio k vary between 1% and 25% and in 16 out of 31 studies the choice of k is
5
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Table 1
MATSim downscaling applicatations and their attributes.
#

Authors

Year

Scenario

Research goal

Total Pop
[100%]

Downscaling
justification

values of k
[%]

Network size
[Nodes/
Links]

PT

1

2007

Berlin, Germany

N/A

10%

N/A

2008

1816,930

Common choice

10%

Horni et al [37]

2009

2284,010

N/A

10%

4

Dobler [23]

2010

Berlin, Germany

1600,000

N/A

1%

5

Dobler [23]

2010

400,00

N/A

25%

6

Gao et al [27]

2010

5570,000

Common choice

5%

7

Bekhor et al [9]

2011

Canton Zurich,
Switzerland
Greater
Toronto,
Canada
Tel-Aviv, Israel

Perfection of travelers’
choice model
Parallelization of
MATSim
Parallelization of
MATSim
Bridging between
EMME/2 and MATSim

24,180/
60,492
N/A

N/
A
No

3

Greater Zürich,
Switzerland
Switzerland

Perfection of replanning procedure
Model performance

1700,000

2

Illenberger et al
[40]
Balmer et al [6]

Traffic simulation

3200,000

Performance

10%

7879/ 17,118

8

Horni et al [35]

2011

Study of output variance

680,000

Performance

10%

24,180 /
60,492

9

Erath et al [25]

2012

4300,000

Performance

25%

Waraich et al
[69]
Kickhöfer et al
[45]
Röder et al [58]

2012

1800,000

Common choice

1%, 10%

12,420/
26,972
1 million

Yes

10

National traffic
modeling
Parking search

2093,530

Performance

10%

860,214

N/A

1%

2014

1800,000

N/A

25%

2093,530

Performance

1%

336,290

Performance

10%

N/A

Performance

17

Simoni et al
[64]

2015

Accessibility analysis in
Zurich
Extension of MATSim
multimodal capabilities
Road pricing

1800,000

N/A

0.1%,1%,
10%
10%

17,888/
41,942
10,861/
19,830
24,000/
60,000
17,888/
41,942
24,180/
60,492
N/A

No

Dobler et al
[24]
Hülsmann et al
[38]
Nicolai et al
[52]
Bösch et al [18]

Effect of travel costs on
emissions
Cordon pricing for a
highway
Bicycle and pedestrian
traffic
Air pollution assessment

550/1224

No

18

Ziemke et al
[74]
Balać et al [5]

2015

1105,037

N/A

1%

N/A

Performance

1%

11,345/
24,335
N/A

No

2016

Performance

10%

N/A

2016

Switzerland

Introduction of
automated taxi
National scenario

N/A

21

Bischoff et al
[14]
Bösch et al [19]

Zurich,
Switzerland
Berlin, Germany

Population model
calibration
Activity re-planning

N/A

N/A

N/A

22

Fourie [26]

2016

Perfection of the QSim

2000,000

N/A

N/A

No

23

2016

600,000

Performance

25%

N/A

No

2093,530

Performance

1%

6650,000

Performance

65%

17,888/
41,942
N/A

No

2016

Perfection of travelers’
choice model
Detecting air pollution
hotspots
Traffic simulation

26

McArdle et al
[48]
Hülsmann קא
38]]
Kickhofer et al
[44]
Ordóñez [53]

Zurich,
Switzerland
Dublin County,
Ireland
Munich,,
Germany
Santiago, Chile

1%,
10%,,100%
10%

N/
A
N/
A
Yes

2016

Singapore

3742,500

N/A

1%

N/A

No

27

Saadi et al [61]

2016

Liège, Belgium

1094,791

Performance

1%

Hörl [33]

2017

1000,000

Performance

10%

29

Maciejewski et
al [47]
Bassolas et al
[7]
Tchervenkov
et al. [65]

2017

Île-de-France,
France
Berlin, Germany

24,372/
55,959
N/A

No

28

Effects of iteration step
exceeding one day
River flood impact on
transportation
Introduction of
automated vehicles
Congestion of
automated taxis
Traffic simulation

N/A

Common choice

10%

N/A

2300,000

Performance

10%

9217/17,690

N/
A
Yes

Externalities of mobility
(emissions, congestion,
noise)

N/A

Common choice

10%

N/A

11
12
13
14
15
16

19
20

24
25

30
31

2013
2013

2014
2014
2015

2016

2016

2018
2018

Zurich city
center,
Switzerland
Singapore
Zurich,
Switzerland
Munich,
Germany
Brusseles,
Belgium
Canton Zurich,
Switzerland
Munich,
Germany
Zurich,
Switzerland
Zurich,
Switzerland
Zurich city
center
Switzerland
Berlin, Germany

Barcelona,
Spain
Switzerland

6

11,000/
28,000
73,000/
163,000
16,337/
40,549

N/
A
N/
A
N/
A
N/
A
N/
A
N/
A

No

No
Yes
No
No
Yes

No

Yes

N/
A
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motivated by the desired computing time, while in 7 other papers by common agreement
3.3.2. Variance of output statistics in downscaled simulations
The stochastic variation in outputs of a full MATSim scenario, as determined by the global random seed, is low. Hemdan et al., [30]
estimated the Coefficient of Variation (CV - the ratio between the standard deviation and the mean), of several global statistics, based
on three repetitions of the full MATSim Sioux Falls simulation (84,110 agents). They report a CV of almost 0% for the modal shares
(car, walk, transit); 0.08%− 0.60% for the average travel time; 0.25% for the average morning peak traffic flow (veh/h). Only the
average network morning peak density (veh/km) had the largest variability with CV = 2.13%.
Intuitively, the output statistic’s variance in a downscaled simulation should be higher compared to the full-scale model. To the best
of our knowledge, the studies that verify this fact are scarce. Zhuge & Shao [71], Zhuge et al. [72] and Zhuge et al. [73] investigated a
unimodal car traffic simulation for Baoding, China and compared the daily averages of agent scores, travel distance, V/C, and travel
speeds and compared the 20%-runs to 10%, 5%, and 1%-runs. They report that downscaling from 20% to 10% had no influence on
these four statistics. However, downscaling of 5% and 1% resulted in an increase of the average travel distance by 30% and biased
average scores. At the same time, the city-wide average V/C remained the same for all k. Llorca & Moeckel, [20] investigated the effect
of downscaling on the distribution of agent travel times and daily scores in a traffic simulation of Munich. They performed one
simulation run over the values of k between 0.01 to 1 and demonstrated that travel time distributions for k within the range of (0.05, 1]
remained similar to that of k = 1 However, for k < 0.05 the deviation from the travel time of the full-scale model became substantial.
The average daily score slightly increased with the decrease in k and for k = 0.05 was ~5% higher than that obtained for k = 1. They
thus concluded that the lower threshold for k is 5%. Horni et al. [35] estimated the variance of the hourly traffic volume in 30 rep
etitions of a 10%-scenario for the City of Zurich and demonstrated that the CV of the hourly link volumes varied up to 10%− 20%.
While the main motivation of performing downscaling is to reduce computing time, studies investigating its dependency on k, for a
single-core or multi-core versions of MATSim, are very few. Llorca & Moeckel [20] showed in the traffic simulation of Munich that the
runtime increased linearly with the increase in k. Dobler et al., [23] demonstrated that computation time was not reduced when
parallelizing the traffic scenario of Zurich Canton, Switzerland for k = 1 and k = 0.25.
3.3.3. Downscaling in a mixed traffic model
Mixed traffic includes cars and public transportation (PT) and possibly other modes. In this case, adjusting the capacities according
to the ORS downscaling principle and equations (3) – (4) is insufficient. The problem lies in the adjustment of the capacity, size and the
number of PT vehicles. The capacity cv that defines maximal vehicle occupation and the length lv that defines the share of the storage
and flow capacities of PT vehicles, can essentially be adjusted to cv*k and lv*k. However, the overall number of PT vehicles must be
preserved in order to preserve the waiting time of PT passengers in the downscaled model. While when converging to UE, car driving
agents can change route to avoid congestion, public transport must always follow fixed routes and schedules. In downscaled simu
lations the interaction between unscaled private vehicles and scaled PT vehicles could well result in longer queues and congestion
becoming worse along PT routes.
The simplest solution in this case is coding PT lines on a separate network while preserving PT vehicle length and reducing their
passenger capacity proportionally to k [44]. However, this solution is unfit in cities where cars and PT vehicles drive on and compete
over the same road lane space. For this case we recently suggested to modify the queueing model of QSim allowing PT vehicles to enter
an exhausted link by linearly adjusting their capacity and length, thus allowing PT vehicles in mixed traffic to override the link flow
capacity restrictions [11]. Unequivocally, downscaling with mixed traffic is under-investigated and demands more attention. How
ever, in this paper we focus essentially on car traffic.
To summarize, while downscaling in MATSim is a common practice, to the best of our knowledge even for car traffic scenarios, the
consequences have never been investigated in depth. We consider three open questions that demand systematic research necessary for
establishing the lower threshold of the downscaling ratio k: (1) What is the bias of the statistics in downscaled simulations? (2) What is
their variance? (3) What are the tradeoffs, in downscaled simulations, between the bias and variance of the output statistics as well as
the computational performance?
In this paper we aim to investigate the impacts of downscaling on simulation output statistics based on the well-known Sioux Falls
test case scenario. While MATSim can contend with multimodal transportation networks, given the need for consistent comparisons of
different downscaled simulations, in this paper, we focused only on unimodal scenarios with private cars.
4. Methodology
4.1. The Sioux falls scenario
The road network of the City of Sioux Falls (SF), South Dakota, is popular test case long used in transportation planning in
vestigations and was adapted to MATSim by Chakirov & Fourie [21]. The scenario has been widely applied since 1970 to the present
day in different case studies from dedicated bus lanes [12], road pricing optimization [42], and automated vehicles [70] to unmanned
airborne drones [60]. Two versions of the SF road network exist – the 2014 simplified version that contains only major roads and the
2017 version containing all links and junctions in the city [32]. In this study, we use the 2014 network. This network was selected as it
is well studied, documented and its simplified topology allows easier understanding of its emergent traffic patterns and dynamics.
The 2014 network consists of 334 links and 282 junctions (Fig. 4). The road links are of two types: Urban Road – two-lane links with
a flow capacity of 800–1000 cars per lane per hour, and Highway - three-lane links with a flow capacity of 1700–1900 cars per lane per
7
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hour. The storage capacity of the road links in Eq. (2) was estimated by [21] according to the attributes of the SF road network – link
length and the number of lanes.
Uncommon to many MATSim studies, travel plans are available for 100% of the population in the SF scenario. In addition, this
scenario is small enough (population and network) to simulate with the full- scale model with standard computer hardware. The daily
plans were constructed based on a micro-census and land-use data and include three types of activities: staying at home, being at work,
and secondary activities (ibid). The total number of travelers (agents) is 84,110 characterized by age, gender, and car ownership.
However, with this number of agents, the level of traffic congestion observed on the road network, is relatively low. To generate higher
congestion, we cloned each Sioux Falls agent, including their own travel plans and reconsidered 168,220 agents as the full i.e. k = 1
scale model. The initial modal split in SF is, roughly, 78% car use and 22% transit. However, as noted before, in our analysis, we
assumed that all agents drive cars.
We investigated downscaling by varying k between 1 and 0.01, i.e. we consider scenarios with the number of agents varying
between 168,220 and 1682. To downscale the simulation, we normalized flow capacity downscaled and storage capacity downscaled
according to Eqs. (1) and (2) above. To estimate the variance of the model outputs, each scenario was repeated 10 times with a different
random seed. Repetitions of the full-scale model were run each with a different global seed, while those of the downscaled models with
different random seeds. In all scenarios, we applied the same scoring functions as proposed by Chakirov & Fourie [21]. All simulations
were run with 3000 iterations, a sufficient number for convergence to UE. The results in this paper are based on the last iteration of
each simulation (3000). Plan innovations - re-routing and change of departure time were applied in each run, for 1% of randomly
selected agents from the 1st up to the 2700th iteration. During these iterations, the agents store in memory the five best plans and
whenever a new plan was adopted, the worst one is forgotten. In the remaining 300 iterations, innovations were switched off.
4.2. Convergence to user equilibrium
Fig. 5 presents the dynamics of the executed scores of all agents averaged over 10 runs in the full-scale model. In the majority of the
runs convergence to UE happened around the 400th iteration with some sporadic deviations of the scores in some runs up to around the
800th iteration, likely caused by the transfer from one UE to another. Further on, the system reaches a final UE where the average score
remains stable (STD ≈ 0) in all 10 runs.
In the downscaled simulations, the number of iterations necessary to reach the final UE state was very similar to the full scale runs
varying between 600 and 800. We thus assert that ~800 iterations are sufficient for convergence to the final UE in the SF scenario.
Furthermore, we can conclude that the number of iterations necessary to reach the system UE does not depend on k and can be
estimated in one "long" downscaled simulation.
4.3. Choice of the simulation output statistics
Conceptually, some statistics of MATSim outputs should automatically scale i.e. linearly change with the decrease of k, while others
should remain constant. Examples of potentially scalable statistics are the number of departures or the traffic volumes per time unit
that should change linearly with the decrease of k. Examples of non-scalable statistics are the average of agents’ scores or the average
travel distance that should remain the same regardless of k. When comparing the output statistics of downscaled and full-scaled
models, we multiply the scalable statistics by 1/k, whereas non-scalable ones remain as is.
In what follows, we investigated the effects of downscaling, at different spatiotemporal resolution levels, on four non-scalable

Fig. 4. Sioux Falls 2014 road network and (a) morning peak traffic flows at 08:00 for population of 168,220 agents; (b) flow capacities on links
(vehicles/hour).
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Fig. 5. Average (black) and average ± STD (gray) of the executed scores in the full-scale model ( 10 repetitions), by iterations.

statistics: (1) executed scores (reflecting the co-adaptation level of agents), (2) travel distance, (3) trip duration and (4) volume-tocapacity (V/C) ratio; and two scalable statistics: (1) the hourly number of car departures (number of agent departures) and (2)
traffic volumes (number of traveling agents) (Table 2). The values of the last two statistics obtained in the downscaled runs are then
multiplied by 1/k. Each of the statistics is considered per day and per hour.
The downscaling effects are examined at the full aggregation level, i.e., spatially, over the entire network and temporally, over the
entire day, as well as at higher spatiotemporal resolutions - hourly or aggregated by peak/off-peak periods of the day. The spatial
distribution of traffic flows is investigated based on the hourly car volumes, aggregated over the entire network and disaggregated, by
individual links by the peak/off-peak periods of the day.
The peak hour is defined as an hour of the maximal traffic volumes (M) and the Peak Hour Interval (PHI) is defined between the
moment when the number of cars on the network exceeds M/2 and until it declines back again to M/2 [59]. Based on the full scenario,
morning PHI was set to [06:30, 11:00], and evening PHI to [17:00, 19:45] (Fig. 6). The period between the morning and evening peaks
(11:00–17:00) was considered as an off-peak period. We did not include night traffic, after 19:45 and before 5:00 into the analysis.
4.4. Measuring the similarity between downscaled and full-scale runs
In what follows we denote output statistic c obtained in a k-downscaled run i, as cki , its average and standard deviation as mkc and
sk

skc and coefficient of variation as CVck = mck . The base line for comparison between the full-scale and downscaled simulation runs was a
c

set of output statistics averaged over 10 repetitions of the full-scale model: average m1c , standard deviations s1c and coefficients of
variation CVc1 .
To compare between the downscaled and full-scaled runs we estimated the relative bias bki between the statistic cki of the down
scaled run i and the full-scale run average m1c :
bki =

cki − m1c
m1c

(5)

Below, we present the relative bias averaged over 10 repetitions of the downscaled scenario - mkb and its standard deviation -skb . We
consider the dependence of a certain statistic on k, varying k between k = 1 to k = 0.01 (in decreasing direction). Output statistic is
therefore regarded as a robust to k-downscaling if its average relative bias mkb is close to 0 and, to account for the decrease in population
√̅̅̅
size, its STD skb is close to CVc1 / k.
4.5. Excluding outlier simulation runs
How certain can we be that, given k, the statistics of two downscaled simulation runs will be similar? Intuitively, in different runs,
when k < 1, the population of agents is represented by different samples. These agents follow their specific plans, and thus, the model
Table 2
Investigated statistics of the simulation outputs.
Output statistic

Description

Category

Agent executed scores
Travel distance
Trip duration
Volume-to-Capacity (V/C) ratio
Hourly number of car departures
5-minute traffic volumes

Daily average
Hourly average travel distance
Hourly average travel time
volume (V) to flow capacity (C) ratio per hour
Number of agent departures
Number of traveling agents

Non-scalable
Non-scalable
Non-scalable
Non-scalable
Scalable
Scalable
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Fig. 6. Traffic volumes per hour, and morning and evening Peak Hour Intervals (PHI).

could possibly converge each time to a different UE. Even for k = 1, despite converging to the same UE (Fig. 5), similar average scores
can represent different distributions of scores of the population and could entail differences in other statistics as well.
To understand whether different simulation runs converged to the same UE and that the average and STD that characterize the
distribution of the output statistics were reliable we searched for possible outliers by analyzing the distribution of the average scores in
a UE state, for each k separately. We classified a run as an outlier if the average score in the UE state was beyond Tukey’s fences [67]
constructed based on all 10 runs for a given k:
[Q1 − w(Q3 −

Q1 ), Q3 + w(Q3 −

(6)

Q1 )]

where w = 2.5, and Q1 and Q3 are the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively.
Note that for the normal distribution of scores, the probability to obtain a score outside Tukey’s fences with w = 2.5 is less than 5 ×
10− 5.
There were no outliers within the runs for k = 1, while 3 out of 100 simulation runs with k < 1 had converged to UE with average
scores at the border or beyond Tukey’s fences with w = 2.5: One for k = 0.5 (w = − 2.48); one for k = 0.4 (w = − 3. 21); and one for k =
0.05 (w = 2.84). Some of the statistics for these three runs were also beyond Tukey’s fence with w = 2.5. These runs were naturally
excluded from the analysis, and were substituted by an additional run for the same value of k. After excluding the outliers, the STD of
√̅̅̅
the relative bias, for all statistics, was CVc1 / k or lower.
5. Results
5.1. Full-scale model output statistics
The values of m1c , s1c and CVc1 for the selected statistics in the full-scale runs are presented in Table 3 One can observe that the values
of CVc1 never exceed 5% and remain below 2.5% for most of the statistics.
The output statistics of the full-scale runs by hours of the day and by links are presented in Figs. 7 and 8. Fig. 7 presents the mean
and STD of the hourly number of departures and traffic volumes and the CV of these statistics, which remained, always, below 10%.
The spatial patterns of traffic congestion was evaluated using the volume-to-capacity ratio (V/C) where V/C ≥ 1 indicates extreme
Table 3
The average, STD, and CV of output statistics for the full-scaled (k = 1) SF simulation estimated based on 10 repetitions with different global seeds.
Output Statistic

Average

STD

CV

Executed Scores
Travel Distance (km)
Trip duration (mm:ss), Morning Peak (06:30 – 11:00)
Trip duration (mm:ss), Evening Peak (17:00 – 19:45)
Trip duration (mm:ss), Daily Off-Peak (11:00 – 17:00)
Hourly Departures, Morning Peak (06:30 – 11:00)
Hourly Departures, Evening Peak (17:00 – 19:45)
Hourly Departures, Daily Off-Peak (11:00 – 17:00)
5-minute traffic volumes, Morning Peak (06:30 – 11:00)
5-minute traffic volumes, Evening Peak (17:00 – 19:45)
5-minute traffic volumes, Day Off-Peak (11:00 – 17:00)

18.82
5.22
52:33
57:58
35:39
20,680
30,055
20,480
18,591
26,122
7145

0.04
0.0037
02:23
00:46
00:47
114
91
60
891
332
154

0.19%
0.07%
4.54%
1.31%
2.20%
0.55%
0.30%
0.29%
4.79%
1.27%
2.15%
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levels of congestion and the existence of bottlenecks [[66]] . Fig. 8 presents a map of the average hourly value of V/C during the
morning peak, 6:30 – 11:00 and relative bias b1i that remains below 2% for all most all levels of V/C. This variation of V/C is similar to
that reported by [54] for Santiago, Chile.
5.2. Results of downscaled models
The effects of downscaling on the statistics of different outputs vary. Some of the statistics for k = 1 are closely repeated in every
downscaled runs down even at very low values of k, whereas some needed to be averaged to be closer to the statistics of the full-scaled
models, while some deviated even for relatively high values of k. We present the results first for aggregate statistics followed by
disaggregate ones.
5.2.1. Aggregate statistics
We first present the results obtained for three non-scalable statistics (executed scores, travel distance and trip duration) followed by
two scalable statistics (car departures and traffic volumes).
5.2.1.1. Non-scalable statistics. Fig. 9 shows two non-scalable statistics for which the relative bias remained below 1% even for low
values of k. One is the average daily executed scores and the other the daily traveled distance. The relative bias of both statistics was
√̅̅̅
systematically positive, but very low, and remained below 1% up to k = 0.05. The STD of the bias remained below CVc1 / k. We thus
can assert that with a few downscaled runs (aimed at ruling out existence of outliers), are sufficient for obtaining reliable estimates of
these statistics possibly with a slightly positive bias.
In contrast, the hourly average trip duration was more biased compared to the previous two statistics and its dependence on k
changed by periods of the day (Fig. 10). To simplify, we averaged the results over the morning peak, evening peak and off-peak hours.
For each of these three periods, the relative bias and its STD were low up to k ~ 0.30–0.25, but below these values, the relative bias
steadily decreased for the evening peak; steadily increased for the off-peak period, and kept fluctuating for the morning peak. Applying
a t-test, for each k < 0.4, the bias for the evening peak and the off-peak periods significantly and systematically deviated from zero (p <

Fig. 7. Hourly dynamics of the full-scale Sioux Falls runs: (a) mean and STD (error bars) number of departures; (b) mean and STD (error bars) of 5minute traffic volumes; (c) CV of the number of departures; (d) CV of traffic volumes.
11
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Fig. 8. V/C patterns by road links for k = 1: (a) Average V/C; (b) Average and STD (error bars) of relative bias of the V/C by links.

Fig. 9. The dependency of the average relative bias mkb and its standard deviation skb (error bars) on the downscaling fraction k for (a) the average
√̅̅̅
daily executed scores and (b) traveled distance. Dashed continuous lines denote ±CVc1 / k boundaries.

0.01). In order for the bias of the average trip duration to remain within the safe boundary for all hours of the day, the value of k must
exceed 0.20. Note that for k ≤ 0.20, the STD of the average trip duration for the morning peak and off-peak periods was at least 5% and
the statistics of one downscaled run, even if not identified as an outlier, can deviate from the full-scale statistics by 20% or more.
Averaging over 10 repetitions reduced this bias to ~10% (Fig. 10).
5.2.1.2. Scalable statistics. Fig. 11 presents the average relative bias and its STD for the number of daily car departures. As observed,
the average bias remained below 5% for all tested k. The STD proportionally increased with the decrease of k for the morning peak
period but remained below 5% up to k = 0.1. For the evening and off-peak periods STD remained low for all k. We thus conclude that,
as above, a few downscaled runs, necessary to rule out existence of outliers, are sufficient for obtaining reliable estimates. The esti
mates’ bias is close to 0 for the morning peak period; negative but low for the evening peak and positive but low for the off-peak hours.
12
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Fig. 10. The average relative bias and its STD (error bars) of the average trip duration - (a) Morning peak; (b) Evening peak; (c) Off-peak. Dashed
√̅̅̅
continuous lines denote ±CVc1 / k boundaries.

Fig. 12 shows the average relative bias and its STD for –the average traffic volumes. The average bias for this statistics was higher
than for the number of daily departures, varied for the morning peak hours and systematically negatively increased with the decrease
in k for the evening and off-peak hours. The bias STD was very low for the evening peak hours, while starting from k = 0.20, reaching
10% for the morning peak hours. Overall, we conclude that both scalable statistics are properly represented for k > 0.2.
5.3. Disaggregate statistics
The only disaggregate (and also non-scalable) statistic that we consider is the volume to capacity ratio (V/C). Fig. 13 presents maps
- for three specific values of k - 0.25, 0.1 and 0.05 - of the average hourly V/C during the morning peak (06:30–11:00). All appear
visually similar to the map of k = 1 (Fig. 8) including the average relative bias (by links) as dependent on the V/C value for each link.
A quantitative comparison (Fig. 13d-f) suggests that the downscaled scenarios properly reflect the link values of V/C for V/C > 0.1.
The STD of the relative bias of V/C remained for these links around 5% and below while reaching ~15% for links with V/C ≤ 0.1. The
latter represents links with very low volumes. As can be seen, the STD of the relative bias decreased with the increase of V/C i.e., proper
recognition of the congested links demands less repetitions of the downscaled simulations compared to the estimates of flows where
link is very low.
Fig. 14 presents traffic flows as dependent on V/C for each of 10 simulation runs performed for k = 0.05 with different downscaling
random seeds. As can be seen, the value of the traffic flow for the road links with V/C ≥ 0.15 is very similar in all runs. This syn
chronization terminates for V/C = 0.05.
6. Simulation runtime
We estimated the model runtime as dependent on k, with the parallel version of QSim [23] and one simulation run for each value of
k. All simulations were performed on the same workstation with 7820x IntelⓇ Core™ X-series Processor, with 8 physical and 16 logical
cores, with the CPU manually overclocked to 4.5 ghz. The workstation had 32GB of CorsairⓇ RAM, overclocked to 3000mhz.
The parameters of the simulation (besides the value of k) remained the same in all simulations. In our preliminary experiments we
tested that the runs’ time, which differ in the random seeds only, was the same and, thus, each simulation was run only once for each
13
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Fig. 11. Average relative bias and STD (error bars) of the number of daily car departures - (a) Morning peak; (b) Evening peak; (c) Off-peak. Dashed
√̅̅̅
continuous lines denote ±CVc1 / k boundaries.

number of cores and k.
The lion share - 76% - 92% - of the runtime in each iteration was taken by the QSIM mobility module. The next processes were
scoring, iteration startup, plan innovations, and disk writing. The dependency of the runtime per iteration on k, for different number of
cores, is presented in Fig. 15. The performance was similar for the number of cores between 2 and 11 and, in all these cases, the
performance was higher than in the case of 1 and 12 cores. The estimates fluctuated for k < 10%, while for higher k fractions, the
performance with 2–11 cores was 15–20% higher than with 1 or 12 cores. This phenomenon was initially mentioned by [23] who
assumed that the lack of improvements might be related to the growing synchronization time.
It is worth noting that the decline in the performance with the increase in k is quite low. For example, in the case of 2–11 cores, the
computation time improvements, per iteration time for k = 1 is, roughly, three times longer than for k = 0.1. That is, even for an output
statistic with a low variance, e.g., averaged daily scores or traveled distance, one could achieve better estimates by running simulations
with the highest possible k compared to repeating runs with lower k several times.
Evidently, if the full-scale simulation is too heavy for the available hardware and running the same downscaled simulation several
times is the only possible solution to contend with this limitation, the overall run time may well exceed that of the full-scale one.
Naturally, a stronger machine could well be a better solution though.
7. Discussion and conclusions
With standard hardware of the year 2020, the number of agent-travelers that can be practically managed in a largescale MATSim
scenario lies between 200 K and 500 K. With this number of agents, depending on the computer memory and other hardware com
ponents, a single model run will take between a few hours and a full day. The number of travelers in a typical metropolitan region is
often higher, and practically MATSim cannot manage full-scale metropolitan simulations. How can modelers then be certain that
randomly selected fractions - say 10% of the travelers - will generate the dynamics that correctly replicate a full-scale simulation?
The One-Represents-Several (ORS) downscaling concept, as implemented in MATSim, is essentially simple and effective. Namely, a
fraction k of travelers is randomly sampled to represent the entire population and the capacities of each road link are decreased
proportionally (linearly or non-linearly) to the reduction in the number of travelers. If schematically, the number of travelers is
reduced to 10% and the number of cars located on the links and those that can traverse them will also be reduced by a factor of 10 –
nothing will change. However, this simple statement may be incorrect since (1) road links are connected as part of the network, (2) we
are interested in dynamics of congested network traffic and (3) agents in MATSim are adaptive and their choice of routes, departure
times and daily plans are influenced by the traffic state. Intuitively, decreasing the downscaling fraction k, results in fewer cars
representing traffic on a link and in the decrease in the system’s robustness to variations in agent behavior. Consequently, the level of
14
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Fig. 12. Average relative bias and STD (error bars) of the traffic volume - (a) Morning peak, (b) Evening Peak and (c) off-peak periods. Dashed
√̅̅̅
continuous lines denote ±CVc1 / k boundaries.

traffic on the congested and, especially, non-congested links may well become non-robust to the decrease in k, and traffic dynamics for
low k will not replicate sufficiently well the dynamics of the full-scale model.
To our best knowledge, these potential effects of ORS downscaling have been somewhat narrow in scope ([20,30,73] and [23]). The
aforementioned studies did not fully address any spatial/hourly temporal aspects of ORS downscaling. Rather, they principally
investigated only a small number of k values, compared only a limited number of simulation outputs, and did not investigate any bias
that might arise when replicating simulation runs. Other MATSim studies that applied downscaling, used coarse thumb (e.g., 10%
downscaled) regarding the acceptable downscaling fractions. To narrow this knowledge gap, we considered several key output sta
tistics of road traffic dynamics and studied whether they replicate the values obtained in a full-scale simulation for the well-known
Sioux Falls test case road network. For each fraction k of agents selected for downscaling, we investigated two types of statistics:
scalable ones, that are expected to change proportionally to the fraction of the population considered in the downscaled model and
non-scalable ones that are expected to be independent of that fraction. For each statistic, we repeated the same scenario, with a
different random seed, 10 times, for all investigated values of k between k = 1 and k = 0.01, and then investigated the average relative
bias of the statistic, its STD and their dependency on k. Of course, this is a non-exhaustive list of possible network performance
measures and others can be considered as well in the future.
Usually the best approach would be to simulate once a 100% scenario given that the variance is likely very low for all output
parameters - around 2%. Furthermore, analyzing one run is simpler and more intuitive to communicate than ten repetitions of 10%.
However, the inherent hardware limitations make the use of the full population practically impossible. Therefore, the sensible solution
should be to use the highest possible fraction, which the modeler’s computer hardware can cope with while minimizing the runtime for
optimal performance. Never is it wise to decrease the fraction beyond 10%, and it is important to remember that the lower the k values
are, the more repetitions will be needed.
Our major conclusion is that downscaling up to the level of 20% is qualitatively safe. This result is based on the quantitative
robustness of the congestion patterns generated in the downscaled version of the model i.e. the level congestion over the links as
reflected by the V/C ratio remained constant on all links with V/C > 0.1 up to the values of k = 0.05. This local robustness entails
sufficient stability of the other output statistics that we investigated. Their average bias for the values of k between from 1 down to
0.20–0.25, always remained below 10%. Downscaling to 10–15%, commonly applied in MATSim can result in a larger but still
acceptable bias. Downscaling below 10% can be risky. These results are in good agreement with the literature. We thus assert that
downscaled runs should be repeated, as many times as necessary to recognize possible outliers and reduce the variance of the relevant
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Fig. 13. Average hourly V/C during the morning peak for (a) k = 0.25; (b) k = 0.1; (c) k = 0.05 and the average relative bias of V/C (by link) and
STD (error bars) in downscaled scenarios, for k = 0.25 (d) k = 0.1 (e), k = 0.05 (f).
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Fig. 14. The relative bias of V/C for each of 10 repetitions of the downscaled scenario k = 0.05.

Fig. 15. Average daily iteration runtime, as dependent on k, for different number of cores.

statistic averaged over the downscaled runs to the level expected for the full-scale model. The number of repetitions depends,
evidently, on the performance of each statistic. Our estimates could well provide a benchmark for modelers in planning the number of
such experiments.
In addition, we compared MATSim’s parallel version performance, repeating the same simulation with the number of cores varying
between 1 and 12, similar to [23]. Several processors accelerate calculations, but only by 15–20%. Moreover, the performance of the
parallel version of MATSim with 12 cores was, again, lower than with 2–11 cores and similar to the model performance with 1 core.
Some studies suggested it is possible to downscale as low as 5%, which would be very beneficial from a practical and operational
viewpoint. Nevertheless, it is important to remember these works base their conclusions on the daily averages of the outputs.
Investigating hourly and spatially-explicit characteristics of the model outputs, we recommend to use a safe 20% downscaling factor
that still economizes on simulation runtime while maintaining relatively low estimation bias of the model’s output parameters
compared to the full-scale scenario. The more repetitions of a downscaled scenario are performed, the lower is the variance of the
parameters’ estimates, and, practically, we recommend 10 or more repetitions.
While our study is among the very few that positively confirm the application of downscaling in MATSim, several issues of
importance remain that demand further investigation including the trustworthiness of downscaled results transferred from one
network to another. No clear answer exists. A downscaled study that is based on one network is evidently insufficient for far-reaching
conclusions. The topology of the street network and demand patterns may likely also affect the performance of downscaling. In this
respect it is important to note that in the full-scale SF simulation, the average number of agents that traverse a network link per day is
about 500. This value is quite similar to the reviewed simulation studies presented in Table 1 - varying between 100 and 1000. We thus
assert that in this respect the SF car traffic patterns are roughly similar to the rest of the scenarios simulated with MATSim.
Important limitations of the current study worth noting are that all calculations were considered with only one transportation
mode, i.e., cars. As explained in Section 3.3.3, MATSim capacity adjustments (3) – (4), are insufficient in mixed traffic simulations,
where cars and PT interact on the same road space. Future studies should also stress downscaling with other Agent-Based trans
portation models. Especially with the inclusion of Shared-Automated-Vehicle (SAV), where even more computational power will be
needed for the SAV dispatching algorithms, downscaled simulations will likely become necessary. Out-of-the box downscaling with
SAV traffic may well not work as the number of SAV vehicles must be reduced proportionally to equations (3) – (4) alongside the
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population. This could raise new questions such as how the SAV passenger occupancy in an ORS-downscaled scenario could be re
flected in the full scale one.
Notwithstanding, our study demonstrates, to our best knowledge, a comprehensive investigation of major spatiotemporal down
scaling impacts on simulation model robustness. Our results can well provide modelers sensible benchmarks how to cautiously
downscale their simulations and in particular, for transportation agent-based models that employ queue-based traffic simulators.
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